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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are interested in the relationship of the lower central 
series of a normal subgroup of finite index to the lower central series of a free 
group. If F is a free group and S is the subgroup, then clearly S,,, is a sub- 
group of F,, . Moreover, S,,,, is a characteristic subgroup of S; hence, it is a 
normal subgroup of F and therefore of F,,,, . The problem to tihich we shall 
devote our attention is that of saying as much as we can about the structure 
of the quotient group Fm+l/Sm+l . IftherankofFisOor1,orifSisallofF, 
then Fm+l~Sm+l is the one element group. The free group of rank 2 is already a 
wild beast malting life non-trivial for group theorists. Accordingly, our 
investigations have for ground rules rank(F) 3 2 and (F: S ( > 2. 
NOTATION 
Let G be a group. If A is a subgroup (normal subgroup) of G, I write 
A C G (A Q G). If A(1) ,..., A(n) C G, gp(A(1) ,.,., A(n)) is the subgroup of 
G generated by UE, A(v). If A C G, Z&l) is the centralizer in G of A. 
Z,(G) = Z(G) is the center of G. If g, h E G, (g, h) = g-lh-lgh. If A, B C G, 
(A, B) is the subgroup generated by 
{(a, b)] a E A, b E B}. 
The lower central series is defined inductively as follows: 
Gl = G 
G, = (Gv 9 G), Y = I, 2,... . 
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If (Cl ,*.., cl) is a finite sequence of positive integers G(c,,....c,) is defined 
inductively as follows: 
G(c,) = Gcl 
Gcl ,...I ++J = 6% . . ..s cv)L+l> v = 1, 2,... . 
The derived series is defined by 
Evidently 
@“+I’ = (G(Y), G(d), v = 0, l,... . 
G”’ = %....A - 
l-times 
GeMc if G,+l = 1. 
G is nilpotent of class exactly c if G E Jc and G, # 1. F7(Jtr,) is the free 
group of rank r in the variety Nc . 
GENERAL SETTING 
F is a free group with 1 < rank(F) = 12 < a~. S 4 F with 
l<IF:SI=j<W. 
These hypotheses will be assumed throughout. 
THEOREM 1. Fm+JS,,,+l is injinite. 
Proof. Case I. F/S is abelian. 
Fm+l C Fs C S, 9n = 1, 2,..., 
. . 
w%, is torsion free [6, Statement 31.62, p. 801 :. Fm+l/Sm+l is infinite or 
Ez,,Ism, = 1. A consequence of Neumann’s generalized Auslander- 
Lyndon theorem [5; 6, Corollary 43.22, p. 1261 is that if A and B are normal 
subgroups of a nonabelian free group, then A, C B, o A C B. 
Suppose F,,IS,,, = 1. Then Fm+l = S,,, . Since rank (F) > 1, F is 
nonabelian and we have F = S. This contradicts 1 F : S 1 > 1. Therefore 
Fm,ISm, is infinite. 
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Case II. F/S abelianized is nontrivial. 
(F/S), = S&IS, 
(F/WW~Is) -FIS& - 
Hence, F/SF, is a nontrivial finite abelian group. Thus, for the pair SF, 4 F 
we are back to Case I, and 
I Fm+~/W’drn+~ I = 03, 
SCSF:,, 
. . 
Hence, there is an epimorphism 
Fm+,I&, + F~+JPJ~+I . 
It follows that F,,/S,, is infinite. 
Case III. F/S abelianized is trivial. 
. . 
. . . 
. . 
or 
Assume 
Then 
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But FIF,+I = F,kf’A) and SISnh+, = F~c~-~)+~~J- 
Two free groups of the variety J+$, are isomorphic if and only if they have 
the same rank. Therefore j(n - 1) + 1 = n and (j - l)(n - 1) = 0. This 
contradicts j, n > 1. Therefore 
and F,,/S,,, is infinite also. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. There is an exact sequence 
I-+ %+lIs~,l n Wm+l - Fm+llsm+l L Ws)m+l -+ 1. 
Moreower, F2/Sz n S/S, isfree abelian of rank (j - l)(n - 1). 
Proof. As in the proof of the previous theorem F/S abelianized is (up to 
isomorphism) F/SF, . 
F/SF, is finite. 
FISG = WWWF,). 
FIF, is free abelian of rank n. Therefore SF,/F, is also free abelian of rank n. 
=‘zIF, = Wd%W~I~J 
= WS,) * (F&WWJ 
= P‘l&W~lsz n SW 
S/S, is free abelian of rank j(n - 1) + 1. Thus FJS, n S/S, is free abelian 
of rank j(n - 1) + 1 - n = (j - l)(n - 1). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.1. If F/S is abelian, then F2/S, is free abelian of rank 
(j - l)(?z - 1). 
THEOREM 3. 
(Fm+l/S~+l)(o,.....cl.m+l) = 1 
~(FIS)(m+l,c,,...,c,) = 1. 
This is an easy consequence of the‘generalized Auslander-Lyndon theorem. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Fm+llSm+l E &, o F/S E J$ . 
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Proof. Put Cl = *** = cz = 1. 
COROLLARY 3.2. (F,/s,)(z+‘) = 1 ~-(F/s)(~+l) = 1, 1 = 0, I,... . 
Proof. Putt, = -0. = cz = 2andm = 1. 
We shall find the following theorem of Moran [3] useful. 
THEOREM 4. Let G = F,(J’J and B C G. Then B = g@(l),..., B(c)) 
where 
B(v) = cz"vic/"l)~ 
(BW B(4) c a4Wl + 4, Wl + v, + lb.., B(c)) 
if v, + v, < c and 
P(d %N = 1 if v, + vs > c. 
The B(V) are constructed by taking as generators individual preimages in B n G, 
of basis elements of the free abelian group G,,(B n Gv)/Gv+l C Gv/Gv+l . 
W&+1 is free abelian of rankgiven by the Witt formula [l, p. 171; 6, Statement 
31.61, p. 791 l/v CalY p(d)rnla, where p is the M6biu-s function. 
LEMMA 1. If (F/S), = F/S, then 
(F/S,), = (F/S,), = 0.. = (F/S,), = .*a, d > c. 
Proof. For c = 1, the lemma is obvious. 
Let c > 1. 
SF, = F as in the proof of Theorem 1, Case III. 
(F/&)I(F/Wa = (SF,/&MW’a/Sc) 
= (SISJ * (scFa/s,)/(w&) 
- Gw,)/(wc n WaE) E -4-l 
since S/S, E NO-r . Then 
WSJc C (FPJa . 
The reverse inclusion is immediate since d > c. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2. Let j be prime. Put G = F/S,. Then G,, is free abelian of 
rank (j - l)(n - 1). 
Proof. Let y be a generator of the cyclic group F/S. By a result of Magnus 
[l, Lemma 15.5.1, p. 231; 21 G is represented faithfully in the group of all 
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matrices of the form (xk i) where yk EF~S and L is a linear form in the 
indeterminates tl ,.. ., t, with coefficients in the integral group ring Z[F/S]. 
Since j is prime F/S is abelian and Corollary 2.1 applies to give 
is free abelian of rank (j - l)(n - 1). The elements of G, are of the form 
1 0 ( 1 0 1 where e = (1 -r>e,. 
(1 + y + *** + yye = (1 + y + ‘.a + ri”)(l - r) 6, 
= (1 - rj) e, 
= 0. 
Moreover, 1 + y + .*. + yi-l + P(y)( 1 - r) = j where 
P(Y) = y C-1)” (A ; 2) (1 - 74’” 
k=O 
is a polynomial in y with integral coefficients. It follows that 
j-18 = ((1 + - + pi) + P(~)(I - y))-le 
= P(r)+yi - +-le. 
Hence 
is a product of powers of conjugates of m - 1 commutations of elements of 
Ga . Consequently, Gg”‘-’ _C G,,, C Ga and G,,,,, is free abelian of rank 
(j - I)(?2 - 1). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. &l&,/S, n S/S, isfree abelian of rank (j - l)(n - 1). 
Proof. In case j is prime, then F/S is abelian, so 
Fm,, C s and &-%-lI& n W% = %Ed% 
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which in turn is 
We use induction on j starting with j = 2. The induction hypothesis is: 
For every g, 9’ with .9 a free group such that 1 < rank(s) < co, 9’ 4 9 
with 1 < 19:YI <j, 
is 
(I 9: 9’ 1 - l)(rank(.3”) - 1). 
The case j = 2 follows from Lemma 2 since 2 is a prime. 
Case I. F/S is simple abelian. Then j is prime and Lemma 2 applies. 
Case II. F/S is simple nonabelian. Then (F/S), = F/S. By Lemma 1, 
(F/S,), = (F/S,), = *a* = (F/L~&+~ = *.*, 
. . 
rank (S,F,+,/S, n S/S,) = (j - l)(n - 1) 
by Theorem 2. 
Case III. M/S is a nontrivial proper normal subgroup of F/S where 
SCM dF. Then 
F/M = (FIWW)~ 
Let IM:Sl =Z and (F:M( =k. Then l<Z,K<j,j=&. Moreover, 
rank(M)=k(n-l)+l <OO. 
Therefore, the induction hypothesis applies to M, S and F, M. 
There is an exact sequence 
M& n Wmds2 n S/S2 can be shown to be free abelian of rank 
( j - W - 1) and M2(S2Fm+l n S)/M2 can be shown to be free abelian of 
rank (k- l)(n - 1). Therefore S,F,+,/S, n S/S, is free abelian of rank 
(j - 4(n - 1) + (k - l)(n - 1) = (j - l)(n - 1). Consequently, by in- 
duction, we are finished. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 5. If max( j, n) > 2, then F,,JS,,, n S/S,,, is a jinitely 
generated torsion free nilpotent group of class exactly m. 
Fm+liSm+l n SiSw, C SlSw-, = F~(+-lj+l(JY^m). 
Thus Fm,d%,, 17 S/S,,, is nilpotent of class at most m. It follows from 
Theorems 1 and 2 since (F/S),,+, isjinite that 
Fmz,,I&,, n Slsm,, Z 1. 
Therefore F,+lIS,+l n S/S,,, is torsion free. 
Marshall Hall [I, Corollary 10.2.4, p. 1531 h s ows that in a finitely generated 
nilpotent group every subgroup is finitely generated. Thus, 
is finitely generated. 
We have the following exact sequence: 
1 --+ W&w-~ -+ ~,l&&‘m,,lSm,, I-, Wm,d 
Jf+ &Fm,IS, n S/S, -+ 1. 
P(F7n+lls?n+l  Wrn,) = S~wz-t,IS~ n w2 
is free abelian of rank (j - l)(n - 1) by Lemma 3. Let er ,..., et+r)(,+r) be a 
basis. Pick i?r ,..., 8(i-,)(,-,) EF~+JS& n S/S,,,,, such that 
PW = e, , v = l,..., (j - l)(n - 1). 
By Theorem 4 (Moran’s subgroup theorem), these generate a free nilpotent 
subgroup Fw(,+~)(“/Y;~) of F,+,/S,+, n SIS,,, . If m4.i 4 > 2, then 
(j - l)(n - 1) > 1 and Fc+-~)(~-~)(A’J is nilpotent of class exactly m. 
Consequently, %,ISm+l n WL,l is nilpotent of class exactly m. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.1. If max( j, n) > 2 and F/S E MO , then Fm+JSmtl is a 
$nitely generated torsion free nilpotent group of class exactly m for m = c, 
c + 1, c + 2,... . 
COROLLARY 5.2. If max( j, n) > 2 andF/S is abelian, then F,+,/S,+, is a 
finitelygenerated torsionfree nilpotentgroup of class exactly mfor m = 1,2,3,.... 
The Group F.JSs n S/S, 
The definition below of direct product with amalgamated subgroup may be 
found in Scott [7]. 
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DEFINITION. Let G be a group. Let A, B Q G, G = AB, and H = 
AnB.IfACZ,(B),thenG = A xHB.ObserveA x,B = A x B. 
THEOREM 6. F,/S, n S/S, = B(1) x~(~)~ B(2) where 
B(l) = Fo.-~,cn-d4), 
B(2) is free abelian of rank $(j - l)(n - l)( jn + n - j), and B( 1)s is free 
abelian of rank *(j - l)(n - l)( jn - n -j). 
Proof. 
is exact and p(F3/S3 n S/S,) = &Fa/S, n S/S, is free abelian of rank 
(j - l)(n - 1). Pick a basis e, ,..., e(i-l)(n-l) for S#s/S, n S/S, . Choose 
such that p(&) = e, , v = l,..., (j - l)(n - 1). Let B(1) be the subgroup 
generated by t$ ,..., $,)(,,) . Then 
B(1) = Fo-I)(~-I)(~. 
The kernel of p restricted to F,/S, n S/S, is 
B(2) = WSa n W%) n WA 
= Fa/Ss n S&3,. 
Every element e? * ** e$$~$!-$ is the image of an element Z? .a* ~~/$~~~-J~’ in 
B( 1). Therefore 
F&S, n S/S, = B(1) . B(2). (1) 
B(2) = F.JS, n S,/S, C S,/S, = Z(S/S,) since as stated by Hannah 
Neumann [6, Statement 31.63, p. 801 if A is a nonabelian free nilpotent group 
of class c, then Z(A) = A,. Hence 
B(l) 4 W% n S/S,, (2) 
and 
B(2) Q WS, n S/S,, (3) 
B(l) 5: ~~,,s,,s,s#W). (4) 
If j = n = 2, then ( j - l)(n - 1) = 1 and B(1) = Fl(JJ is infinite cyclic 
generated by .?i such that p(&) = e, is a generator of the infinite cyclic 
grow SP&% - 
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Let ,?rk be an arbitrary element of B(1). 
P(Qk) = el ~=l~K=O~~I~==l. 
Thus, 
B( 1) n Ker( p) = B(1) n &/S’s = 1 (5) 
B(l), = 1 since B(1) is abelian. (6) 
Hence, by (5) and (6), 
NJ, = B(l) n s,/ss = B(1) n (FSPS f-$%/&) 
= B(1) n B(2) in this case. 
Now let max(j, n) > 2. Then (j - l)(la - 1) > 1 and 
w = FG.-l)G-l)(4) c s/s3 = Fh-1)+1(-4 
is not cyclic. 
(7) 
(8) 
By (8) and a result of Mostowski [4, Theorem I] we have 
W, = 4) n WV2 = B(l) n WG 
= B(1) n B(2) in this case also. (9) 
Thus, by (l)--(4), (7), and (9), we have 
Fsl& n S/s, = B(l) XB(& W)- 
S$.JF, _C (SF, n FJF, _CF,IF3 can be shown to all have the same rank 
+Qz - 1). 
rank(B(2)) = &j(n - l)(j(n - 1) + 1) - $z(n - 1) 
= &(j - l)(n - l)(j?z + n - j). 
Moreover 
4112 = WM1 
= Wz/~(1), 
is free abelian of rank 
Q(j - l)(n - l)(( j - l)(n - 1) - 1) = *(j - l)(n - I)( j7t - n - j). 
Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 6.1. If F/S E .A$ , then 
Fs/Sa = B(1) XBt02 B(2), 
where B(1) = F(,-,)(,-,)(.A$), B(2) is free abe2iun of 
rank $(j - I)(n - I)( jn + rz - j), 
and B( 1)2 is free abelian of rank +( j - l)(n - l)( jn - n - j). 
COROLLARY 6.2. If j = n = 2, then F,lS, isfree abelian of rank 3. 
Proof. B(1) is infinite cyclic, B(l)a = 1, and B(2) is free abelian of rank 
4(2 - 1)(2 - 1)(2 . 2 + 2 - 2) = 2. F/S E Nz since j = 2 is prime. Thus 
F,/S, = B(1) x B(2) is free abelian of rank 3. Q.E.D. 
The Case (F/S), = F/S 
DEFINITION. 
N”(X) = l/V c /A(d) X”/d 
dl” 
Nv I”, = N,(b) - NM. 
THEOREM 7. If (F/S), = F/S, then 
Fm+1lSm+1 n WSnL, = @(~(1)9*.., qw 
where 
B(v) = FNvIim+n V&,,I), v = l,..., m. 
Proof. This is just Moran’s subgroup theorem provided we can show 
rank@(v)) is N” \t+l)+‘. Consider the exact sequence 
1 - s”+llsn,l - S”l&z,l 2 S”lS”,13 1. 
~v(FmdSm,, n S/&n+,) = KdCn,,lSv+~ n Svisv,, 
= (F/Sv+1)m+1 n Wv+, = W%+I)~+I n Sv/Sv+, 
= Fv,xI&,1 n WSv,, 
by Lemma 1. Therefore 
raWW) = ra4Fv+l/Sv+x n VL) 
by construction of B(V). 
481/3d2-7 
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(F,IF~+l)l(S~F~+,lF~+1) N FvIWv+, 
= (FvISvY(SPv+,ISJ 
= (FIWvI(FISv)v+, 
N 1, 
since (F/S,), = (F/Sv)v+l by Lemma 1. 
Then SJv+lIF,+l = FvIFvv,~ . 
Wsv+lY(Fv+llSv+l n W%+d = WL n 4 
= U’v,,IFv+l 
= FvIFv+l 
. . 
rank@(v)) = rank(F,,+,/S,+, n S,/S,+,) = NV jjn(n-l)+l. 
Theorems 2,6, and 7 lead to the conjecture that 
Fm,,ISm,, n SA,, = gp(WL W)) 
where 
Q.E.D. 
W = .E;V,,~-I)+I (44, 
even when the hypothesis (F/S), = F/S is omitted. 
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